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Anita wants to adopt a pet, so she’s trying to find out more 
information around pet care and ownership before she brings 
one home.

• Anita wants to understand the financial and time commitments of pet 
ownership


• Anita hopes to be better prepared to handle the responsibilities that 
come with having a pet.

1. Anita has decided to make the 
leap and adopt her first pet.


2. As she pulls up Google, she 
realizes that she’s not sure what 
to look up or where to begin.

3. She decides to call and ask her 
friend Seth, who already has a 
pet, to ask him for 
recommendations.


4. Seth points her in a general 
direction and tells her some of 
his favorite online resources.

5. Anita starts researching using 
Seth’s recommendations, but 
finds that some sources are 
more geared towards current pet 
owners.


6. She has to sort through all the 
information to find exactly what 
she needs to prepare for. 



7. Anita can finally start planning 
her budget and her schedule.


8. She makes a checklist of all 
the steps and supplies she will 
need when first getting a new 
pet.
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• Improve SEO by including tags 
for first-time pet owners and pet 
care.


• Advertise on pet adoption and 
pet supply sites.


• Connect current pet owners 
with new and potential pet 
owners


• Provide a list of top pet 
resources



• Provide a road map for the user 
based on their pet ownership 
stage


• Tailor resources to pet and 
owner specifics (i.e. animal type, 
breed, behavior, etc.) 





• First time pet ownership can be 
overwhelming, by creating a 
platform for prospective pet 
owners to connect with 
experienced pet owners can 
provide a better support system.




• Curated checklist based on the 
user’s current pet situation.


• Provide a budget breakdown 
and personalized time schedule 
for pet adjustment period.




• Pet lovers will look up different 
search terms based on their 
personal pet owner experience.


• Users filter through information 
in order to get information 
directly related to their own pet 
situation.



• Leveraging SEO metrics and 
existing pet platforms to help 
reach the target users.

Anita Pet’s Journey Map Primary Persona

• Auto-generated checklists can 
help the user save time and 
make better informed decisions.



• Average budget and time 
estimates can aid the user in 
better financial and schedule 
prep.
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Anita Pet’s Journey Map Primary Persona
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